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CONFORMAL COATING
MASKING BOOTS

Conformal coating solutions made easy

Are you using reusable masking boots in your conformal
coating production and saving up to 80% in lost process time?
Normal conformal coating masking requires tape and dots. This can be a
very time consuming process and make up the majority of the cost of
processing.
Using custom masking boots in protecting printed circuit boards (PCBs) from
conformal coating contamination instead of using masking tape and dots is
an alternative option that can be a cost-eﬀective, highly reliable solution.
If your volume is more than a few boards per month then these especially
designed mask boots quickly show a return on investment for both Parylene
and liquid conformal coating processes.
Beneﬁts of using masking boots
Ÿ

Masking boots are completely reusable (>150 times)

Ÿ

They can save up to 80% costs compared to masking with tapes, dots or liquid latex

Ÿ

Using masking boots reduces conformal coating leakage failures associated with poorly masked
components using tape and dots

Get a quote now
Ÿ

Provide us with a picture of your board

Ÿ

Identify the parts to be masked

Ÿ

Give us the component codes

Contact us now
Find out how we can help you with your conformal coating masking process and help save you time and
money now.

SCH Coating Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

SCH Technologies Limited

11-1-128, Sitaphalmandi, Secunderabad
500061, T.S., INDIA.
Email : admin.ind@schservices.com
Phone : +91-40-65897899

Newburgh Building, McLintock Way
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S70 6BF, UK
Email : sales@schservices.com
Fax : (+44) 01226 770809

For further enquiries, please contact

For further enquiries, please contact

+91-9000383674

(+44) 01226 249019
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While all care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is correct, no responsibility can be accepted for any inaccuracy.
The Company reserves the right to alter or modify the information contained herein at any time in light of technical or other developments.
Technical speciﬁcation are valid under operating conditions only.
The company does not accept any responsibility for any misuse of the product and cannot be held liable for consequential damage.

Get 360° Conformal Coating knowledge support from

by SCH
visit
www.conformalcoatinghelp.com
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